The Incredible Random Folktale Roller
160,000 possible combinations!
This is the story of...

who found themselves...
ROLL A 20-SIDED DIE
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a poor peasant girl
a princess
a simple farmer
a fabulously wealthy king
a powerful wizard
the youngest son of a large family
a famous simpleton
a travelling singer of songs
a hideous monster
an unlucky fisherman
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a black-hearted thief
a boastful warrior
three sisters
a dishonest merchant
a quick-thinking fox
a slow-witted bear
an explorer of distant lands
the lowliest of beggars
a pure-hearted knight
a lonely old widow

Eventually, after...
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in love with one above their station.
unjustly imprisoned.
visited by a mysterious spirit.
alone and far from home.
forced to set out on a long journey.
caught up in a battle.
seeking a great treasure.
trapped in the lair of a terrible beast.
in possession of fabulous riches.
making a deal with the devil.

they...
ROLL A 20-SIDED DIE
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transformed into an animal.
summoned before the royal court.
in possession of a magic ring.
taken advantage of by a wily trickster.
without food or money.
transported to a strange land.
attacked by a gang of thieves.
left in charge of a nobleman’s horse.
lost in a dark wood.
unexpectedly wealthy.

solving a series of riddles,
defeating an enemy through trickery,
gaining the trust of a powerful friend,
adopting an ingenious disguise,
resisting many temptations,
discovering their true parentage,
suffering great hardships,
escaping from captivity,
being helped by a mysterious stranger,
stumbling across a powerful magic,
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unlocking an ancient secret,
breaking a spell,
succeeding entirely by accident,
travelling a great distance,
receiving aid from nature itself,
cleverly winning an argument,
proving their pureness of heart,
confronting a great evil,
daring to speak the truth,
learning the secrets of enchantment,
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found their way home.
became fabulously wealthy.
married their one true love.
lived happily until the end of their days.
went down in history as a great hero.
saved their family from certain death.
were crowned emperor of the land.
rescued one who had been imprisoned.
were rewarded with a magical treasure.
received their heart’s true desire.
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were cursed to wander the earth forever.
became wretchedly poor.
lost their one true love.
died alone and forgotten.
were mocked throughout the land.
doomed their family to death.
were reduced to begging in the street.
were imprisoned with no hope of escape.
were punished with a magical curse.
lost everything they held dear.
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